It is therefore inbreeding among a group of animals
that, by producing homozygosis, produces offspring that
conform to type and consolidate the breed. Line breeding
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does not have as much power of producing homozygosis and
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is more appropriate after the breed has been stabilized.
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Without homozygosis there is no such thing as a breed,
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but only the gratuitous use of the term. If the registry
of what is called a breed contains horses that are heteroA breed is an artificially produced group of animals zygous in respect of the genes governing breed characterproduced by man, either intentionally or by accident.
istics, to that extent it is not a breed. Breed and brood
It is distinguished from other members of the same
come from the same Old English root. Futhermore, it is
species by a difference in conformation, motion, and
inbreeding and its concomitant, homozygosis, that produces
disposition, so that it fulfills a distinctive function. prepotency which is especially desirable in the stallion
Webster's New International Dictionary goes on to say
because it is capable of a far greater number of foals and
that a breed must be controlled by man "to prevent mixcan therefore exert a far greater influence on the breed.
tures with other races, and consequent loss of the disThis is one of the strong arguments against the old suptinctive characters." Inbreeding is "breeding from a
position that Justin Morgan was a mutant or biological
male and female of the same parentage or very closely
sport. For mutants almost always exhibit undesirable
related to each other." Very much the same meaning is
traits and are quite lacking in the ability to reproduc(
given in the American College Dictionary where inbreedthemselves. Juutin Morgan's enormous prepotency points
ing is "the mating of related individuals such as courather to extensive homozygosis.
sins, sire-daughter, brother-sister." Line breeding is
It should be noticed that the dictionary meanings
"a form of mild inbreeding directed toward keeping the
above explicitly refer to the conformational and functionoffspring closely related to a highly aamired ancestor." ' al criteria of a breed. This is a crucial matter, for if
Outcrossing is the "breeding of unrelated animals or
breed is defined simply in terms of descent from a single
plants within a variety or breed." A hybrid is "the
source, without regard for the dilution of that blood from
offspring of two animals or plants of different races,
other contrary sources, and therefore without consolidabreeds, varieties, species, or genera.. .a mongrel." To
tion of a set of breed characteristics, there is neither
hybridize and to crossbreed are the same.
unity within the breed nor distinction from other breeds.
These words are quoted because a recent publication There is a breed then only in a verbal sense and the inthat many readers may have seen calls inbreeding the
cidental appearance of a common ancestor in many pedigrees
breeding of two individuals "that are moee closely reis elevated to an importance it does not have.
lated than the average of the population or breed," a
Since there are few breeds of horse today that have
meaning of little practical significance since it denot been so tampered with that there are wide deviations
prives us of a term denoting very close blood relations,
from type, outcrossing even within the nominal breed can
as well as impossible of application. For how this
easily amount to crossbreeding. It will be easiest, thereaverage is to be calculated for an entire breed was not
fore, to speak first of hybridization or crossbreeding,
said. And since in any case the standard meanings of
for outcrossing more often than not will presuppose it.
these terms as found in dictionaries are the meanings
The punpose of crossbreeding is the opposite of preused by biologists, who in fact are consulted by dicservation; it is change, the elimination -f certain chartionary editors, they will be used here. Of greater imacteristics and the introduction of their contraries.
portance, however, is the absence in this and other such
Crossbreeding, of course, can occur without purpose through
articles of any investigation of the purposes and probcarelessness or ignorance. But the only rational justifilems involved in inbreeding and outcrossing, for without cation for producing a hybrid is dissatisfaction with the
such investigation the discussion is puerile and pointCharacteristics of a breed and the inability to find any
less. To these issues, then, we will address ourselves.
other breed that better exemplifies the desired characterThe purpose of inbreeding is the preservation of a
istics. The pronlem many breed face is that there are so
certain set of characteristics which either define an
many breeders who prefer to alter a breed into the image
existent breed or are hoped to define a breed whose
of another breed, rather than shift allegiance to that
establishment is sought. Often, in either case, these
other breed *diem it better fulfills their desires.
characteristics are found in an outstanding individual
To practice crossbreeding when one merely has poor
whose blood is being nbred. The great tool of breed
specimens of a breed is totally irrational. As the adage
preservation, as well as its establishment, is homohas it, there are no perfect horses. Among the most inzygosis. This is an inherited condition in which the
bred and homozygous individuals of any breed one can find
paired genes governing any particular characteristic are
a great range of quality because of faulty breeding pracidentical, the same gene type being derived from each
tices. With excessive weaknesses a good breeder rejects
parent. On the other hand, an. animal isLheterozygoOs if
the stock for breeding. With minor and allowable weakin respect of that Characteristic it has inherited connesses one pairs animals that compensate each other,
trary genes, one from each parent. In this case the
searching for a cross that is successful. At the very
animal will display the characteristic governed by the
least, one does not match weakness to weakness. Compendominant of the paired genes, the other gene being resation within a breed is the watchword of judicious breedcessive, i.e. not exhibited in the appearance of the
ing and crossbreeding is no correction for its lack.
animal.
In summary then, inbreeding produces consolidation
When an animal is mated these numerous paired genes
and stabilization of breed characteristics assuming the
are separated and one or the other of each pair becomes
parents exhibit these characteristics, but the consolidahalf of the newly formed pair in the offspring, the other
tion is dependent upon the degree to which the parents
half of the new pair coming from the other parent. It is
are homozygous in those genes. Crossbreeding, contraria matter of pure chance which gene is passed onAo its
wise, produces marked deviation from breed characterisoffspring. Obviously, a homozygous animal can give to its
tics. The deviation is especially severe if the new
offspring only the one gene type since it lacks the conblood brought in is highly inbred and homozygous in retrary, and this is why homozygosis stabilizes a bree4ii
spect of strongly contrary characteristics. The deviaBut a heterozygous animal can give to its offspring either
tion can still be severe if there is simply outcrossing
of the two contrary genes it has inherited, and therefore
within what is called the same breed when the breed sufits offspring will be unpredictable both in appearance
fers from lack of uniformity due to previous crossbreedand in its genetic make-up. When the gene in question
ings. Whether this is for the better or worse depends
governs a defining chara-teristic of the breed, the breed
upon one's care for the continuation of the breed. Inis therby jeopardized.
breeding and crossbreeding, therefore, are the contrary
Inbreeding and Outcrossing

of each other and are put to contrary purposes. The

problems each faces are the inverse of the advantages of
its opposite.

no infusion of alien blood for many generations the situation is greatly altered and the caveats against inbreeding lose their force. This is especially true if the

Inbreeding in itself is quite neutral. It intensidistant alien blood was not the stabilized and inbred
fies both virtues and vices and is therefore no better
and no worse than the selection of the animals to be inblood of a recognized alien breed, such as Saddlebred,
bred. Injudiciously practiced it is quite as apt to conStandardbred or the modern Arabian or Thoroughbred. For
solidate weaknesses as it is to consolidate strengths.
the mares that the early Morgans were bred to were either
For this reason it should never be practiced except with
of the same general type and blood lines as Justin Morgan,
exemplary blood, for even in this case the results are
or of rather heterogeneous genetic make-up and therefore
often inauspicious. By exemplary is not meant celebrated,
easily dominated by inbred descendants of Justin Morgan.
for reknown is often achieved for reasons irrelevant to
At this time also the modern characteristics of the Arabbreed type. Homozygosis in a horse, however, is no guarian and the Thoroughbred were not established as they are
antee that the horse is exemplary of the breed. First of
today and these three breeds were not nearly as dissimilar
all, as the attributed condition of an individual animal,
as they now are. The blood of established breeds since
homozygosis is a matter of degree. For the complete homothen, however, has not been easily dominated by Morgan
zygosis of all of the thousands of paired genes in an
blood, and has often proved to be the more prepotent.
animal is, as far as can be known, only a theoretical
If then sufficient generations have passed since the
possibility. And then it is a moot question whether or
infusion of alien blood, and this was not itself inbred
not all of an animal's characteristics are genetically
and prepotent, and the percentage of Morgan blood has
determined with none due to the vagaries of chance.
been kept high, the danger of exposing recessive genes by
On the other hand, the fact that a horse is exeminbreeding is virtually eliminated. For in the continuplary in no way guarantees that it is to any great exous inbreeding and line breeding that was necessary to retent homozygous. For as long as the appropriate genes are
tain a high percentage of Morgan blood the recessive genes
dominant, a typy horse may contain a great proportion of
have long since been weeded out in the creation of homocontrary recessive genes with the characteristics they
zygosis. The result is that there is both a stabilizacontrol being totally unknown. The ability of such a
tion of type and an insurance against surprizes with the
horse to reproduce itself is then greatly reduced, espeinbreeding of high percentage Morgans that lack the incially if bred to another heterozygous horse. But there
fusion of the blood of alien breeds. This is in sharp
is a far greater risk than inability to reproduce type
contrast to the results of the close inbreeding of stock
that comes with inbreeding exemplary horses that are hete- that is descendent from hybridization as far back as even
rozygous. For if the recessive genes, that were not
6 or 7 generations in the pedigree.
manifest due to dominant genes, become paired through
For centuries the formula used for the production of
inbreeding and thereby become visible in the appearance
good offspring has been; breed the son of a good horse to
of the horse, the result is most often very undesirable
a granddaughter of the same horse. Most of the inbred
characteristics, for it was precisely the characteristics
grandchildren of Justin Morgan, for example, were the reof the dominant genes that were sought. It is this biosult of such a cross, and through the years the number of
logical fact that has, for many people, given inbreeding
exemplary Morgans that were the result of such a cross is
a bad name. The undesirable offspring is then sold off
impressive. That same cross works as well today provided
to unsuspecting and uncritical buyers who are assured
one selects one's "cornerstone," the horse whose blood is
they have a superb foal because the sire is a champion.
being inbred, with great care. The cross of son to grandIn this way the breed is deteriorated by experimentation.
daughter can probably be regarded as the outer limit of
Some breeds prevent this by making adherence to breed
inbreeding, anything less closely related verging into
type a condition of registration.
line breeding. The offspring of this cross - will be 37.5%
Inbreeding, therefore, to attain any degree of preof the cornerstone's blood. Obviously to guard against
, the evergence of recessive genes the other 62.5%, coming
dictability, much more its purpose, should be practiced
with horses not only (1) as perfect as possible both in
through mares, will have to be equally free of alien
general equine characteristics and in the specific defini- bloOd, though lacking the finish and perfection of the
tory characteristics of the breed, but also (2) having
cornerstone.
pedigrees made up of blood lines in which alien blood, on
every line, is as remote as possible while the original
source of breed type, on every line, is as concentrated
as possible. Both criteria are essential for there to be
any hope that the horses are homozygous and prepotent for
the traits desired. It takes many generations of continuously breeding back to exemplary members of the original
stock to have any hope that alien genes have been weeded
out with even one cross to alien blood. And if the alien
blood appears on many lines then the cause is quite possibly hopeless. For even if enough generations have passed and homozygosis has been reestablished to some extent,
the most casual observation shows that the breed characteristics become altered and a quite different homozygous
condition is the result.
Because the registration of Morgans was not closed
to hybrids until 1948, this change from original Morgan
type has become a great problem. The number of registered Morgans that exemplify Morgan type in all respects is
now very small, and since the great majority of breeders
claim their horses to be typey, it is clear there is
great confusion among Morgan owners as to the characteristics of Morgan type. Today's best authority on Morgan
type has flatly declared that Morgan type cannot be learned from present day Morgans because of the influence of
the blood of other breeds. All the distinguishing characteristics are seldom found in the same individual.
(Morgan Horse Percentage Pedigrees, The Morgan Horse, Feb.
1980, p. 104-6.)
When, however, the pedigree of an exemplary horse has

